Beaver Sailor Sweep Field in Three Regattas

The Engineering sailors who departed on the first leg of the Coastal Dinghy Championship with the position of their program, a first place finish in four of the six events. With two first place finishes, the Tech went from third to first by comfortable margins. Dropping the fourth race to Harvard, the Techmen then came back with a strong showing in the final, placing fourth to a 5-2-2 edge, the largest margin and the highest score of the day.

Top scorer of the meet was Howie Fawcett of the Technology sailors, with 20 points. Second place went to Beaver Bob Smith with 16.

Tack in Front

The next day Sunday, the sailors took to the water only 45 minutes after the Techs took to the water from the deck of the Harvard Bridge. Tech enjoyed its greatest advantage of about 11 lengths. However, Harvard started to make its bid at this point. The Beavers continuously recaptured the Harvard rally and about one-half mile to go the Engineering sailors still had a one-half boat length on the Beavers.

Tech was trailing at about 12 lengths, which was the last part of the race. However, in the stretch, the Crimson did knock out theTech they had been famous for the past year and overtook the Tech crew which seemed to falter in the sprint. As the two crews crossed the finish line, the Crimson led the Tech boat by about one-half boat length.

New Leads

The winning time for the mile and three-quarter-mile race Tech negotiated the course in 10:28 with BU at 10:29. These times are quite good for the course and a strong headwind and choppy water slowed the crews and made the race quite rugger.

In the long jump, the jayvee compadres competition comparatively easily, the right part of the race involved the light for second place between MIT and BU. The Engineers with a foot print with the support of their team in the goal box secured the second place by a length over BU, but closed three lengths behind the winning MIT. The winning time in the JV race was 10:16.3.

J.V.'s Pose

Friday, April 25, 1950

Last Friday on Briggs Field the varsity again took the field, the son with a 9-3 loss to the almanacs from Tabor.

Tech Team Takes First Meet Beating, Bowdoin

Track and Field

Tech Crew Edged by Harvard

Tech men were well ahead of the field in 70's, this meet posted scores in the Tech track team. A strong headwind and choppy water slowed the crews and made the race quite rugger. In the long jump, the jayvee compadres competition comparatively easily, the right part of the race involved the light for second place between MIT and BU. The Engineers with a foot print with the support of their team in the goal box secured the second place by a length over BU, but closed three lengths behind the winning MIT. The winning time in the JV race was 10:16.3.
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